
Race and Class: Patriarchal Politics and
Women's Experience
Bettína Aptheker

The following papet uos presented on Apnl 5. 1982, øs the
firct ot' a series ol Jing Lyman Leduræ. heid in the Spring ol
7982, on "Gender. Roce, ond C/oss in Sociery. " sponsored
by the Committee t'or Reseorch on lL/omen (CROW), Ston-
lord Uniuenity.

Having been raised in Brooki-vn and endowed with no small
amount of the regronal pnde for which we are infamous, I was
instandv attracted to rhe short story by Paule Marshall bear-
ing the title of mv home borough. Published in 1961 in her
coi lectron So ul C iap H ancis ond Síng, "Brooklyn" is, howev-
er. harcih,,a cclebrarion oí the tough. ironic, working<lass
hurn¿n r,.no endears rhe borough to us. It is, rather, a
g¡:pprng ùccounr oí rhe sexual harassment of a young Black
wr ¡nìiln n,rmec¡ Miss Williams. who is attending college for
iìc summer. She is enrolled in Modern French Uterature.-ihu ;irstrucror is an aging, white. self-absorbed professorwith
rn pecca ble scholarly credentials and. from the. administn-

tlo.r's point oi view. questionable politics, having once been
l0r a ven¿ short time associated with the Left

)liss Williams has written a paper, and the professor has
Ug?d the occasion to speak with her prir,rately about his
inrerest in her work. At first she is cautious. But he draws her
our. and she talks about her ideas with. from the professor's
pornt of view. unexpected conviction and intelligence. The
conversation flows. however briefly. The sexual invitation is
:udden. swift. unmistakable. Paule Marshalt writes:

She did not move. yet she seemed to start; she
made no sound. yet he thought he heard a bewil-
dered cry.... Only her shoulders trembled as though
she was silently weeping inside.

It was as though she had na¿er leamed the forms
and expressions of anger. The outrage of a lifetime,
of her history was trapped inside of her. And she
stared at Max Berman with this mute. paraløng
rage. Not really at him but to his side, as if she caught
sight of others behind him.... He shoved the paper
. . . into her lifeless hand, but it fell, the pages separat-
ing...scattering like dead leaves on the steps.r

Paule Marshall does not leave us paralyzed with nge. On
the contrary, she understands the professor's psychãogy,
and so she is able to construct a scene which allows Miis
Williams one deft moment of confrontation. The realization
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ation movement. tt rays out the poritics.r r".i;i:ålr'åt"i;
and proposes a mode of resistance. This story comes out of

the historical experience of Black women.
' Almost twenty years after "Brooklyn," Alice Walker wrote

an essay about her life and work as a writer, which she
entitled 'One Child of One's Own." It contains this scene:

Our young mother had designed a course in black
r¡/omen u/riters which she proceeded to teach at an
upper-class, largely white, women's college (her stu-
dents were racially mixed). There she shared an
office with a white woman feminist scholar who
taught poety and literature. This woman thought
black literature consisted predominantly of Nikki
Gior¡anni, whom she had, apparently. once seen
inadvertently on TV. Our young mother was ap-
palled. She made a habit of leaving books by Gwen-
doþ Brook, Margaret Walker, Toni Morrison.
Nella lanon, Paule Manhall andZora Neale Hurs-
ton face up on her own desk, which was just behind
the white feminist scholar's. For the truly scholarly
feminist, she thoughl subtlety is enough. She had
heard that this scholar was writing a massive study of

'.¡¡omen's imagination throughout the centuries. and
what women's imaginations were better than those
displayed on her desk....

Time passed. The scholarly tome was published.
Dozens of imaginative women panded ac¡oss ib
pages. They were all white. . . . To our young mother.
the index alone was sufficient proof that the work
could not be really serious scholarship, only serious
white female chauvinism. And for this she had little
time and less patience.r

Alice Walker's subtle invitation to her feminist colleague was
ignored. It is also likeþ that a more direct communication
r¡¡ould have made this colleague even more impenetable
and defensive. Barbara Smith is conect when she tells us that
"racism distorts and lessens your own lives as white women
. . , . Racism affects your chances of survir¡al. . . . [Butl until you
understand this, no fundamental change wifl come about.",r

The principal focus of my energy here is to explore some of
the ways in which racism works to distort and lessen white
women's lives. On some level white women know this, and
have acted to overcome il Some of us have begun to
integrate the readings in women's studies classes, for exam-
ple, so that not all of the texts are by and about white women.
We have had conferences and workshops, developed new
iools and skills. ìnitiated lecture series. These have been and
will continue to be vital initiatives. We learn a great deal in the

' process of taking them.
We as white women have been willing to explore the issue

of race. howe,ver, only on certain relatively safe ground-
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the.university and within our families. militates against it.
Each individual thinks she is the one who's going to rnake it.
and just enough of our numbers do make it t-hat an illusion of
success is kept alive, even when there is no statistically
significant shift in our authority and status. and no qualitativá
shift in our numbers.

Little things in the daily milieu_like secrerarial services.
and having your own office. and the sue and design of the
chairs in your office. and how many bookcases you are
allotted-all these things are materialionditions which pro-
duce a cumulative. almost imperceptible shift in your.on_
sciousness and in your loyalties. The power overstudénts,
teaching assistants. or junior faculty: the amount of your time
and energy sucked up in administrative paper work, commit_
tee work. and politicking for money and course support; the
pressure to publish with increasingly high_status presses for
the sake of career: the process of quoting the credentialed
authorities. of working within established theoretical struc_
tures-all of this erodes the work that once pressed from
with¡n !'ou until it is gradually, almost imperceptibly, pressed
out of ),-ou. The most tenifying thing in this process is that
your interioriÇ is changed. How many women do you see
irrstitutionally triumphant. personally fragn:ented anâ politi_
cally srymied or neutralized? How rnuny-*or"n do you see
institutionally trounced. personally dazed and wounded and
politically drained? Conditions io, *orn"n students both at
the undergraduate and at the graduate level are particularly
painful. Not only are they frequently isolated from theú
families and former friends. bùt much in the universiÇ sbrrc-
ture also militates against the formation of support networks
among women. Sluck in classes with predominantly maleinstru ng
these no
few if en
of the disciplines: and their own work is rarely acknowledged,
validated, or encouraged. Sexual harassÁent from male
faculty and from male students is widespread. It takes energy
to deal with these conditions under the best of circumstances,
but without a politic through which to interpretand organize,
the effects can be, and often are, cripplini.

This is not an argument against going to school. It is not an
university, It is not an argu_

e. It is an argument against
urvival that are grounded in
, in the use of our collective

strength. An analysis of the dairiness of our rives within the
universiÇ confirms Barbara Smith's assessment that ,,white
women have a materially different relationship to the system
of racism than white ¡¡s¡.",,, The analysis o? du¡lin.r, ulro
confirms.the utter imperative of Audre Lorde's appeal for
interracial unity at the second sex conference held in New
vork City in September L979 to celebrate the work of Si_
mone de Beauvoir. Lorde said:

Those of us who stand outside the circle of this

society's definition of acceptable women: those of us
who have been forged in crucibles of difference;
those of us who are poor, who are lesbians, who are
black. who aie older, know that suruiuo! is not on
academic ski//. It is learning how to stand alone.
unpopular and sometimes reviled, and how to make
common cause with those identified as outside the
stn¡ctures, in order to define and seek a world in
which we can all flourish. lt is learning how to take
our differences and make them strengths. For the
rnoster's tools will neuer dismantte ihe master,s
house. They may allow us temporarily to beat hi¡n at
his own game, but they will never enable us to bring
about genuine change. And this fact is qnly threatenl
ing to those women who still define thl master's
house as their only source of support.rl

Having explored some aspects of the realiÇ of women,s
position within the university, the ways in which we are
tolerated, and the material conditions under which we labor,
it is appropriate to ask how that reality and those material
conditions affect our scholarly work as women, especially
those of us committed to studying women's lives__on what_
ever racial or cultural tenain, in whatever historical period,
and from whatever disciplinary aegis.

Women's studies began ten or twelve years ago, and our
first efforts within the universiÇ were directed toward insert_
ing women into traditional disciplines which had not pre_
viously contained them. A tremendous energy, stored óver
centuries, was released. Names of women, images, plays,
poems, stories, historical events, places, and struggles ún_
folded. Our conferences and classrooms were like-ãharged
arenas, and the excitement we generated was contagious
and compelling. Ourwork often revived otherwise despJ.ing
disciplines. For a time the energy was refreshing, even tã
some of the Fathers, and our work was welcomeã with the
sort of benigrr indulgence accorded the young and the inex-
perienced. Then, something unforer""n und unintended
happened"

As we moved women from the margin to the center of our
attention, we experienced a gradual, but nonetheless stun_
ning, shift in the parameters of the feminist enterprise. Our
work produced whatJoan Kelly called a ..doubled 

vision."r2
More and more the object of our study became the subject of
our own experience. fu we began to shed our philosophical
attachment to "Man" as "the subject." *" uiro inevitably
unraveled the theoretical and philosophical systems in which
we had been working.

Writing on the methodological implications of women,s
history, for example. Joan Kelly explained:

. . . Women's history... has shaken the conceptual
foundations of historical study. It has done this by
making problematic three of the basic concerns of
historical thought: (1) periodization, (2) the categor_

,3
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society.

through the dynamic of privilege we need to talk about
more directly,
the universiÇ.
te women are

often.more susceptible to the illusions of privilege than wom-
en of color because they don't have to contend simulta-
neously with racism.

resistance. with strategies for survival, with tactics for re_
venge. with humor and resilience. An emphasis on resourcè_
fulness. flexibility, and creativiÇ rather than on fatalism.
passivity, and dependence has been crucial to the physical
survival and cultural identity of .peoples of color.r

Moreover: "Unlike the male writers. who tend to focus
their literature on the confrontation between white and black
worlds." as Dexter Fisher observed in an essay on Black
women's literature. "black women writers concentrate more
intensely on the black communiÇ alone and the human
relationships within that communitgr.... "r Thus. the culture
of resistance informs both the content and the raison d'être of

"By confining their landscapes
and examining the routines of
magnifying glass black women

daily living and give back to the
community a minor of itself.... ",i It is an image which is not
mediated through a confrontation with the cuIture of ,.white
superioriÇ.
cultural in
ing... that
heritage. ";
the dailiness of Black women's lives, of women's work, of the
forging of networks of support, condolence, and shuggle. the
sinews of survival.

My second reason for beginning with these stories is.to
address the dynamics of race and class privilege which oper_
ate to keep white. and especially middlà-class. women insu_
lated and segregated from women of color.

at the door which leads into the library itself. I must
have opened it, for instantly there issued, like a
guardian angel baning the way with a flutter of black
gown instead of white wings, a deprecating, silvery
kindly gentleman, who regretted in a low voice as he
waved me back that ladies are only admitted to the

libnrV if accompanied by a Fellow of the College or
. furnished with a letter of inhoduction. B

Now, it may be protested, citing this passage long after
women have been admitted to university libraries and lained
professorships is of little relevance to a discussion on women

,'.Jiffi:tì[:ïïiä ;1î'""J:î::
into the archives. publi s. and other-

ft is verv hard for mang, of us_white women and women
of color-to get rhis point. The very process of struggling for
the status. of going for the tenure. of the dailiness of life within
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ies of social analysis, and (3) theories of social
change.

In historical terms lfe'åìnism] means to look at
ages and movements of great social change in terms
of their liberation or repression of woman's poten-
tial, their import for the advancement of ,,her" hu-
maniÇ as well as "his." The moment this is done-
the moment one assumes that women are a part of
humanity in the fullest sense-the period or set of
events with which we deal takes on a wholly differ-
ent character or meaning from the normally accept-
ed one. l'l

Evidence of this shift in consciousness may be seen, for
example, in the work of the literary historian Erlene Stetson.
She has begun an exhaordinary re-visioning of the slave
experience in the United States by focusing on the relation-
ships between women in the antebellum period as evidenced
in the slave nanatives. Some of these nanatives were written
("edited") by white antislavery women, and some were
written by Black women. Stetson's interest lies in uncovering
what life was like for both Black slave women and whitã
women within a patriarchal slaveholding society. Her still
tentative conclusions suggest that while Black and white
women had opposite oppressive positions, and white women
within slaveholding families were sometimes complicit in the
brutaliÇ against Black women, their total dependence on
white men was mutual. Stetson's work, centered as it is on
women's voices and relations, has problematized many his-
torical assumptions about slavery and many literary assump-
tions and interpretations of a nanativ€ genre produced under
conditions of extreme patiarchal repression. I l

The implications of this shift in feminist thinking, however,
are not limited to the social sciences and the humanities.
Science historian Donna Haraway has pointed out the meth-
odological implications of male dominance in the biological
sciences, including the fact that the concept of dominance
itself was embedded in our thinking about the natural sci_

United States. that led women biologists and primatologists,
concerned with a feminist politic, to the conclusion that;,the
dominance principle" might well be a political invention
rather than a natural arangement.r:,

Even when some of us tried to be ,,good" and stay within
structural academic norms. we found that we could not
adequately reflect upon women's experiences without com_
promising categories and bending those norms. Our work
produced patterns which confused the subjective and the
objective, the mythical and the historical, art and craft, social
and natural, progression and regression. We were no longer
certain of the boundaries of the material world, of the dialeiti-
cal oppositions informing philosophical and psychoanalytical

C

(

difference between lrefurbishing the idea systems created by
man .. . to make a little more space" fòr ourselves.. and
moving out of the space altogether.rd Indeed, we were emo-
tionally and psychologically unprepared for the divorce!

All of us have an enormous investment in maintaining
some semblance of the philosophical structures in which wã
were trained, and all of us have an enormous psychological
need for safety afforded by the familiarity of those structures.
Nevertheless, the problem of structure plagues all of us,
whether we are trained in Marxism, as I was, or in psycho-
analysis, existentialism. phenomenology, deconstuctivism,
structuralism, and so on. We are plagued by the imperatives
of categories within these philosophical systems and by the
same process of imperative in all of the established disciplines
from anthropology to zoology. All have theoretical structures
which subordinate women at their philosophical core. More-
over. we are all frained to think in one or another philosophi-
cal system. even when we do not acknowledge it. In the
peculiariÇ of the American penchant for the pragmatic, we
are sometimes falsely led to believe that we have escaped the
purview of philosophical or disciplinary structures if we are
either eclectic or ineverent. There is no escaþe, however,
without an achieved consciousness, and without a deter_
mined, tenacious effort to place women at the center of the
interpretive process and hold them there.

Women really do have a distinctive consciousness of social
realiÇ. There is. as political siientist Nancy Hartsock has
proposed, a feminist historical standpoint. an achieved con-
sciousness.r; It is a consciousness rooted in historical and
material conditions particular to women. namely, the sexual
division of labor and the subordination of women to men.
These experiences are then textured by the diverse class
positions and racial oppressions in women's lives. It is this
combination of experience which produces distinctive
modeS of thought, images. music. stories. strategies for sur-
vir¡al and resistance. a complex and diverse ensemble of
women's knowledge of the world which we have just begun.
collectively, to map.

This growth in feminist consciousness compels us to start
with women's experience. in all of its class. cultural. and racial
diversity, ananging oúr points of relerence from that expe_
rience and not from previously designated structures. If this
process can be achieved, it will allow for a different kind of
philosophical space. for the ordering of women's experience-
as-knowledge. thís is the project.

Our mode of work is deeply connected to our success..The
process requires that r"ue read each other,s work and listen to
each other's ideas and those of our foremothers without
regard to each other's status and credentials. The process
engages us in a necessarily intuitive and textural experience,
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We will focus more and more on the dailiness of women,s
lives where, Adrienne Rich has suggested. ,.a whole new
poebry begins":

as if a woman quietly tvalked away
from the argument and jargon in á room
and sitting down in the kitchen. began turning in her

lap
bits of yarn. calico and velvet scraps .. .

pulling rhe reneLs of a life together

And we will abandon a competitive mode. the commoditiza-
tion and consumption of our work. knowing that [again in
Rich's poernTl

'fhe longer I live the more I mistrust
rhearricality. the false glamour cast
irv performance. ihe more I know its poverÇ beside
rhe rruths we are salvaging from
the splitting-open of our lives.rs

drive for privilege. It requires a turn or shift in consciousness
about our priorities and purposes as women working within
the universiÇ, whether çve be white women or women of
color. The point is to do the work-the teaching, the writing,
the organiãng, the healing-because it needs doing, becauã
we are about the business of liberation. We do-this work
wherever we can-in institutions as long as they'll tolerate us,
and in whatever communities or lodgñgs *, ,uy othen¡,¡ise
find ourselves. We do the work whilã se-lf-consciously build_
ing a communiÇ of support r,vith and for each otheiso that
one woman's potential or actual loss of a job is not her
personal fate, but our collective and political responsibiliÇ. If
we lose a particular position or a particular struggle *" try to
guarantee thatwe do not lose the woman. and wãdo not lose
her work. This process requires that we stop accepting institu_
tional and patriarchal varues and criteria in our evaluãtion of
each other's work; thatwe are critically astute in accord with a
dqveloping assessment of our own wór.k and our own needs;
that we do not "gaslight" other women's perceptions of
reality; and that we be rigorous and supportive. Anå. if some
women within universities make a decision not to go for
tenure" to remain institutionally marginal or teach in commu_
nity colleges anüor in the community, those women are not
penalized or castigated, and their work is not devalued,
however subtly, by their colleagues.

This proposed strategy engages a decidedly different proc_
ess of doing politics. It is a mode of sfuggle which deempha-
sizes.institutional support and accreditation, and emphasizes
the slow but deliberate move toward diverse, rnutuàlly rup-portive women's communities. crossing the traditional
boundaries of race and class. As a singlã parent with two
children to support, employed half-tim1, i am personally
aware of the imperatives of holding a paying ¡ob. I am alsá
increasingly convinced, from my political exferience, that if
we don't attempt to break our dependence on institutions,
especially our psychological and emotional dependence on
institutional approvar. we cannot do our work and we cannot
change the social conditions which produce and reproduce
women's oppression.

When we as white women are called upon to work on our
racism, we are being called upon to work on the dvnamics
and politics of privilege, which is why Barbara Sdth-i;;;
right when she says that "white women don,t work on racism
to do a favor for someone else, to solely benefit Third World
women."r9 When we as white women are called upon to
work on our racism. we are being called upon to develop
strategies of survival from a position of strenEh. We are beln!
called upon to develop straregies of survivalcollectively witË
women of. color. This process demands that we thin[ very
carefully about rhe kinds of chauvinism with which *" urá
encumbered. For example: because we have so often viewed
ourselves as victims. *á huu" tended to * *ãr"n of color
as doublv victimized. Thus. we have viewed an alliance with
them as a double indemnih7. as a double liabilih;. with few if
any benefits, other than a clean conscience.

aù

The third alternative strategy is simply to ,.let go.. of the
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If we were, however, to assent to a relational equaliÇ wirh
women of color;. accept leadership from women of color:
respect the divene cultures, heriÞges, and racial pride of
women of color: steep ourselves in the literature, the history.
and the lives of women of color-we would begin to under-
stand that their collective knowledge and experience form a
serious, vital center from which to view the world. and the
place of u/omen within it This, in combination with our own
experiences, heritages, strr.rggles, and intimate knowledge of
the oppressor, wou.ld make a formidable alliance indeed.

In July 1981, there was published in Canada one of the
most important books I have a¡er re ad,. Daughterc ol Copper
Womon.is a collection of the stories of native peoples of
Vancouver lsland, preserved for generations through an oral
tradition that is now threatened by extinctlon. "Among the
stories," writes the editor, Anne Cameron, "were special
ones shared with me by a few loving women who are
memben¡ of a secret society whose roots go back beyond
recorded history to the dawn of Time itself." You will have to
read these stories, told by Anne Cameron's grandmother.
yourself. But I would like to share with you a part of her final
statement, in which Grandmother explains why now is the
time for the stories of the Nootka peoples to be told:

Women are bringing the pieces of the ür.¡th to-
gether. Women are belianing again that we have a
right to be whole. Scattered pieces from the black
sisters, from the yellow sisters. from the white sisters.
are coming together, tying to form a whole. and it
can't form without the pieces we have saved and
cherished. Without the truth we have protected.
women won't have the weapons of defense they
need. If we hold our secret to ourselves any longer,
we help the evil ones desüoy the Womanspiril

We must reach out to our sisteE, all of our sisters,
and ask them to share their truth with us, offer to
share our truth with them. And we can only trust that
this gift, from woman to woman. be treated with love
and respect..,.r"

I know there is no logical, rational way to convince a
woman that it is possible to simply walk away from the
privilege and from the safety of old stn¡ctures, because I

know the emotional work that is involved in that effort Ialso
know that the process of forging interracial and interclass
bonds is extemely difficult. But it is no more difficult than
living with the stategies of accommodation, and it does heal
rather than mask the wounds.

Bettina Aptheker is on Adjunct Lecturer in Women's Studies
ot the Uniuenity of Colifornio, Sontq Cruz Her lotest book ís

Woman's Legacy: Essays on Race. Sex. and Class lAmherst:
Uniu. ol Mossochusetts Press, 1982). Her afticle, " 'Strong ls
What We Make Each Other': Unleorning Racism within
Women's Studies. " oppeared ín the Women's Srudies Quar-
terly lX:4 (Winter 1981).
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